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Abstract: The credit default swap is an important instrument in the financial market. At 
present, the valuation of credit default swaps is based on probability theory. In this paper, 
we propose a pricing formula for the credit default swap of corporate bonds from the 
perspective of a non-probabilistic method derived from uncertainty theory. In particular, we 
relate the corporate stock price to its solvency and use this relationship to develop the 
pricing formula. In addition, we derive two valuation models for CDS under two classic 
uncertain stock models. The valuation models are then compared based on their properties. 

1. Introduction 

Credit default swap (CDS) is a financial swap agreement that the seller of the CDS will 
compensate the buyer (usually the creditor of the reference loan) in the event of a bond default, 
which occurs when the bond issuer is unable to pay the full principal and interest to the investor. 
Therefore, if a default occurs, the bondholder with CDS receives the full amount from the CDS 
writer, and in return, the CDS writer receives the defaulted bond. This is similar to an insurance 
agreement in which a buyer (CDS buyer) protects his assets by paying a fee (CDS price) to an 
insurance company (CDS writer). CDS has existed since 1994, and its implementation increased in 
the early 2000s. Since then, CDS valuing/pricing has received a great deal of attention in academia. 
In this paper, we explore the valuation of CDS for corporate bonds. 

1.1 Literature Review for CDS Valuation 

The CDS valuation was first studied by Duffie (Duffie, 1999). He evaluated the CDS through a 
portfolio of a default-free and defaultable floating rate notes. Hull and White (Hull and White, 2000) 
provided a methodology for valuing CDS when the payoff was contingent on default by a single 
reference entity and there was no counterparty default risk. They also tested the influence of the 
recovery rate on the price of CDS. Later, they (Hull and White, 2001) extended their model to 
address CDS pricing under counterparty default risk. Researchers (Hull et al., 2004) further 
explored the relationship among CDS spreads, yields and credit rating announcements. Carr and 
Wu (Carr and Wu, 2009) proposed a dynamic framework that embodies the stock options and CDS 
within a single reference company. Under this framework, they proposed a tractable valuation 
methodology for stock options and CDS. Ammer and Cai (Ammer and Cai, 2011) investigated 
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sovereign CDS pricing in nine sovereign markets. They found that CDS premiums always moved 
ahead of bond market movement. More recently, Brigo et al. (Brigo et al., 2014) developed an 
arbitrage-free valuation framework for bilateral counterparty risk and applied it to CDS valuation 
under collateralization. They showed that perfect collateralization cannot be achieved for CDS 
contracts. Bai and Wu (Bai and Wu, 2016) explained the cross-sectional variation of CDS spreads 
by considering the effect of firm fundamentals. The model they proposed exhibited significant 
explanatory power for the cross-sectional regression of market CDS. Huang et al. (Huang et al., 
2017) employed stochastic differential equations (SDEs) to basket CDS pricing with contagion risk. 
They found sufficient conditions for the convergence of functionals associated with approximate 
solutions of certain path-dependent SDEs. 

As is well known, most research on CDS pricing in the current literature is based on probability 
theory. However, it has been acknowledged that probability theory has some disadvantages in 
regard to valuing financial instruments. Liu (Liu, 2013) discovered a paradox that demonstrates the 
inappropriateness of using probability theory to describe stock prices. In the actual financial market, 
decision-making processes are always conducted in a state of indeterminacy, which is caused by 
human uncertainty and varying belief degrees. Kahneman and Tversky (Kahneman and Tversky, 
1979) showed that a nonlinear transformation of the probability scale usually serves as the basis for 
decision making, rather than the probability itself. This finding implies that the belief degrees play 
an important role in real decision making. To measure the belief degree, Liu (Liu, 2007) developed 
uncertainty theory. Since then, it has been widely applied in many different research areas, 
including engineering, economics, finance, etc. Our research presents the first study of CDS 
valuation by means of uncertainty theory. 

1.2 Literature Review for Valuing Financial Products Using Uncertainty Theory 

Liu (Liu, 2009) introduced the uncertain differential equation and proposed a pricing formula for 
the European option of the uncertain stock model. The uncertain financial market is considered to 
be a market in which the traded financial product follows uncertain differential equations, both in 
theory and in application. Chen (Chen, 2011) developed an American option pricing formula for the 
uncertain financial market. Chen (Chen, 2013) further extended Liu’s stock model by incorporating 
periodic dividends. He also provided a pricing formula for it. Yao and Chen (Yao and Chen, 2013) 
proposed a numerical method for solving uncertain differential equations and used it to calculate the 
European option. Zhang and Liu (Zhang and Liu, 2014) provided a valuation method for geometric 
Asian option pricing in the uncertain financial market. Liu et al. (Liu et al., 2015) proposed an 
uncertain currency model and developed a valuation method for the currency option. Yao (Yao, 
2015) proved a no-arbitrage theorem for the uncertain stock model. Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2016) 
investigated the application of uncertain differential equations in power option pricing. Zhang et al. 
(Zhang et al., 2016) employed uncertain differential equations to price the interest rate ceiling and 
floor in the financial market. Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2017) presented a valuation method for 
convertible bonds under the uncertain mean-reverting stock model. 

1.3 Contributions 

Since uncertain differential equations are frequently applied to financial product valuation, we 
are interested in applying them to CDS pricing as well for the first time in the literature. Our 
contributions are as follows: 1) we consider the well-known fact that a firm’s solvency is related to 
its stock price in CDS valuation, and 2) we provide two valuation models for CDS based on the two 
classic uncertain stock models.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some concepts and 
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theorems from uncertainty theory. In Section 3, we introduce two pricing models for CDS based on 
two classical uncertain financial stock models. Examples are provided for illustrative purpose. Then, 
we explore the properties of the two models. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2. Preliminaries 

Uncertain measure evaluates the personal belief degree (not frequency) of an event that may 
happen. Let Λ denote an event, M(Λ) is the belief degree that the event Λ will occur. 

Definition 2.1 Uncertainty space (Liu, 2007): let Γ be a nonempty set, let L be a σ-algebra over Γ, 
and let M be an uncertain measure. Then the triplet (Γ; L; M) is called an uncertainty space. 

Uncertain measure satisfies 4 basic axioms, which are normality, duality, subadditivity and 
product axioms.  

Axiom 1 (Normality): let Γ be a universal set, M(Γ)=1. 
Axiom 2 (Duality): M(Λ) + M(Λc) = 1, where Λc are the complementary set to Λ. 
Axiom 3 (Subadditivity):  for every countable sequence of events Λ1, Λ2, …, we have 

{ }1 1
( )i i

i i
M M

∞∞

= =

Λ ≤ Λ∑  

In addition, in order to provide the operational law, Axiom 4 defines the product uncertain 
measure on the product σ-algebra L. 

Axiom 4 (Product)(Liu, 2009):let (Γk; Lk; Mk) be an uncertainty space for k = 1, 2, …. The 
product measure M is an uncertain measure respecting 

11

( )k k kkk

M M
∞ ∞

=
=

 
Λ = ∧ Λ 

 
∏  

Where Λk are arbitrarily chosen events from Lk for k = 1, 2, …, respectively. 
Theorem 2.1Monotonicity theorem (Liu, 2007): uncertain measure M is a monotone increasing 

set function. That is, for any events Λ1⊂ Λ2, we have 

{ } { }1 2M MΛ ≤ Λ  

Definition 2.2 Uncertain variable (Liu, 2007): an uncertain variable is a function ξ from an 
uncertain space (Γ; L; M) to the set of real numbers such that {ξ∊B}is an event for any Borel set B. 

Definition 2.3 Independence (Liu, 2009): the uncertain variables ξ1, ξ2, …,ξm are said to be 
independent if  

{ } 11
{ } ( )

m m

i i i iii
M B M Bξ ξ

==
∈ = ∧ ∈  

for any Borel sets B1, B2, …, Bm of real numbers. 
Definition 2.4(Liu, 2007) The uncertainty distribution Φ of an uncertain variable ξ is defined by 

( ) ( )x M xξΦ = ≤
 

for any real number x. 
Definition 2.5 (Liu, 2007) An uncertain variable ξ is called normal if it has a normal uncertainty 

distribution 
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1
( )( ) 1 exp

3
e xx p
σ

−
 − Φ = +  

  
 

denoted by N(e, σ) where e and σ are real numbers with σ>0. 
Definition 2.6 (Liu, 2007)An uncertainty distribution Φ(x) is said to be regular if it is a 

continuous and strictly increasing function with respect to x at which 0 <Φ(x)< 1, and 

lim ( ) 0,  lim ( ) 1
x x

x x
→−∞ →+∞

Φ = Φ =  

Theorem 2.2(Liu, 2010) Let ξ be an uncertain variable with regular uncertainty distribution Φ, 
then the expected value of ξ is  

1 1

0
( ) ( )E dξ α α−= Φ∫  

where Φ-1 is the inverse uncertainty distribution 
Definition 2.7 (Liu, 2008) Let (Γ; L; M) be an uncertainty space and let T be a totally ordered set 

(e.g. time). An uncertain process is a function Xt(γ) from T× (Γ; L; M) to the set of real numbers 
such that {Xt∊B}is an event for any Borel set B at each time t. 

Remark If Xt is an uncertain process, then Xt is an uncertain variable at each time t. 
Definition 2.8 (Liu, 2009) An uncertain process Ct is said to be a Liu process if 
(i) C0 = 0 and almost all sample paths are Lipschitz continuous, 
(ii) Ct has stationary and independent increments, 
(iii) every increment Cs+t- Cs is a normal uncertain variable with expected value 0 and variance t-

2. 
Definition 2.9 (Liu, 2009)Let Xt be an uncertain process and Ct be a Liu process. For any 

partition of closed interval[a, b] with a = t1< t2<⋯< tk+1 = b, the mesh is defined as 

11
max i ii k

t t+≤ ≤
∆ = −  

Then the Liu integral of Xt is defined as  

10 1
d lim ( )

i i i

kb

t t t t ta
i

X C X C C
+∆→

=

= −∑∫  

provided that the limit exists almost surely and is finite. In this case, the uncertain process Xt is 
said to be Liu integrable.  

Definition 2.10 (Liu, 2008) Suppose Ct is a Liu process, and f and g are two functions. Then 

d ( , )d ( , )dt t t tX f t X t f t X C= +
 

is called an uncertain differential equation 
Definition 2.11 (Yao and Chen, 2013) Let α be a number with 0 <α<1. An uncertain differential 

equation  

d ( , )d ( , )dt t t tX f t X t g t X C= +
 

is said to have α-path Xt
α if it solves the corresponding ordinary differential equation 

1d ( , )d | ( , ) | ( )dtt t tX f t X t g t Xα α α α−= + Φ
 

where Φ-1(α) is the inverse standard normal uncertainty distribution, i.e., 
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1 3( ) ln
1
αα

p α
−Φ =

−
 

Theorem 2.3(Yao and Chen, 2013) Let Xt and Xt
α be the solution and α-path of the uncertain 

differential equation 

d ( , )d ( , )dt t t tX f t X t g t X C= +
 

respectively. Then 

{ , }
{ , } 1

t t

t t

M X X t
M X X t

α

α

α

α

≤ ∀ =

> ∀ = −
 

Theorem 2.4(Yao and Chen, 2013) Let Xt and Xt
α be the solution and α-path of the uncertain 

differential equation 

d ( , )d ( , )dt t t tX f t X t g t X C= +
 

respectively. Then the solution Xt has an inverse uncertainty distribution 
1( )t tX αα−Ψ = . 

3. Valuation of the CDS 

In this section, we derive the pricing formula for CDS based on two classical uncertain financial 
models. Liu (Liu, 2009) proposed two uncertain processes for a stock and a bond. The stock and 
bond models follow uncertain differential equations in which the bond price Yt and stock price Xt 
are determined by 

                  

d d
          

d d d
t t

t t t t

Y rY t
X X t X Cµ σ
=

 = +                                                     (1)
 

where r is the riskless interest rate, μ is the log-drift, σ is the log-diffusion, and Ct is a Liu 
process. Eq. (1) is called the regular model. 

Later, Peng and Yao (Peng and Yao, 2011) proposed two uncertain processes for a stock and a 
bond. The stock and bond models follow uncertain differential equations in which the bond price Yt 
and stock price Xt are determined by 

d d
          

d ( )d d
t t

t t t

Y rY t
X m aX t Cσ
=

 = − +                                               (2)
 

where r is the riskless interest rate, m and a are constants greater than zero, σ is the log-diffusion, 
and Ct is a Liu process. Note that the bond price is Yt = Y0exp(rt), the stock price is Xt = X0exp(μt + 
σCt), the par value of the bond is Y0, and the initial price of the stock is X0. Eq. (2) is called the 
mean-reverting model. 

To value the CDS for a corporate bond, we should estimate the rest value of the bond if it 
defaults. As we know, the company’s ability to pay back the bond is related to its stock price in the 
financial market. This relationship was also discussed in Carr and Wu (Carr and Wu, 2009). They 
assumed that the company’s bond would default when its stock price reached zero. In our paper, we 
make the following assumption regarding the money the company will pay to the investor (the rest 
value of the bond) if the bond defaults.  
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Assumption 3.1 Let p(t), which represents the company’s solvency, denote the percentage of the 
par value (Y0) at time t that the company can pay the investor if the bond defaults. Then, p(t) can be 
estimated by the formula 

( )( )     t

t

X Kp t
X

+−
=  

where tX is the stock price of the company at t and K is the threshold. 
We assume that the company’s solvency p(t) is related to the difference between the company’s 

stock price and some threshold K. When the stock price is lower than K, (Xt– K)+ is equal to 0 and 
the investor will get nothing if the bond defaults. When the stock price is significantly larger than K, 
the investor can claim almost the full value of the bond as it defaults. In a sense, when Xt is large, it 
is less likely that the bond will default, and even if it does, the investor can claim a large share of 
the par value from the company. It should be noted that K can be estimated by domain experts in 
the stock market. This simple assumption can be supported by real evidence from the financial 
market. For instance, Arch Coal is an American coal mining and processing company. In 2015, its 
miner bond defaulted, and the amount of money the bondholders received was virtually nil. In the 
meantime, its stock price hit bottom (traded at approximately 1 dollar per share), and the company 
was finally delisted from the stock market in 2016. 

Next, we will derive the formula for the bondholder’s loss if the bond defaults. Let us say that 
the bond defaults at time t and the holder can recover a value of Y0p(t). On the other hand, the 
holder can sell the bond for the price Yt = Y0exp(rt) if the bond does not default at time t. Here, r is 
the riskless interest rate, which indicates the interest the bond holder will receive if the bond does 
not default. Hence, the loss for the holder when the bond defaults is L(t) = Y0exp(rt)–Y0p(t). Under 
the no-arbitrage assumption, the CDS price will be equal to the loss so that the holder is perfectly 
protected against the default risk. As we know, once CDS is purchased, the holder will not bear the 
default risk until the CDS expires at time T. Therefore, the value of the CDS is equal to the largest 
loss throughout the entire life of the CDS, from time 0 to time T. With that being said, we can find 
the present value of the CDS (V) by discounting back the L(t) to time 0.  

( )
0

0
0

0
0

sup ( ( ) exp( ))

  sup (exp( ) ( )) exp( )

( )   = sup 1 exp( ) .   

t T

t T

t

t T t

V L t rt

Y rt p t rt

X KY rt
X

≤ ≤

≤ ≤

+

≤ ≤

= −

= − − −

  −
− −     

 

Next, we will derive the pricing formulae for CDS under the regular model (Eq. (1)) and the 
mean reverting model (Eq. (2)). 

3.1 Valuation of CDS Under the Regular Stock Model 

In this section, we present the pricing formula for CDS given that the underlying assets follow 
Eq. (1).  

Definition 3.1 Assume that a credit default swap model has threshold K, riskless interest rate r, 
and expiration date T. In addition, assume that the stock price follows the regular model (Eq. (1)), 
and the initial price for the bond and stock are X0 and Y0 where X0≥K. The CDS price P is defined 
as 
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0
0

( ) =E( ) E sup 1 exp( )         t

t T t

X KP V Y rt
X

+

≤ ≤

   −
= − −                                             (3)

 

Because the present value of CDS involves the stock price Xt, which is described by an uncertain 
process, we define the price for CDS as the expected value of V as above. Next, we provide the 
formula for P.  

Theorem 3.1 Assume that a CDS is valued as in Definition 3.1. Then, the formula for its price is 
1-1

0 1-0 0

( ) = sup 1 exp( )  d    t

t T t

X KP Y rt
X

α

α α
+

≤ ≤

  −
− −     

∫ ，

                                        (4)
 

where 1
0

3 1exp( ln( )).t
tX X tα σ αµ

p α
− −
= +  

Proof: 

We first prove that the uncertain variable 
0

0

( )sup 1 exp( )    t

t T t

X KY rt
X

+

≤ ≤

  −
− −     

follows the inverse 

uncertainty distribution
1-

0 1-
0

( )sup 1 exp( )t

t T t

X KY rt
X

α

α

+

≤ ≤

  −
− −     

. 

We define the following two events: 
1-

0 0 1-
0 0

1-

0 0 1-
0 0

( ) ( )sup 1 exp( ) sup 1 exp( ) ,

( ) ( )sup 1 exp( ) sup 1 exp( )

t t

t T t Tt t

t t

t T t Tt t

X K X KA Y rt Y rt
X X

X K X KB Y rt Y rt
X X

α

α

α

α

+ +

≤ ≤ ≤ ≤

+ +

≤ ≤ ≤ ≤

       − − = − − ≤ − −                  

      − −
= − − > − −              

.
  
   

It is easy to see that { }1-
t tA X X α⊃ ≥ . By Theorem 

2.1 and Theorem 2.3, we have  

{ } { }1- , .    t tM A M X X tα α≥ ≥ ∀ =                                                     (5)
 

Similarly, we also have 
{ } { }1- , 1 .   t tM B M X X tα α≥ < ∀ = −                                            (6) 

 

Since A and B are complementary events,  

{ } { } 1.    M A M B+ =                                                          (7)
 

It follows from (3)-(5) that  

{ } ,M A α=
 

which means that the uncertain variable 0
0

( )sup 1 exp( )t

t T t

X KY rt
X

+

≤ ≤

  −
− −     

has the inverse 

uncertainty distribution
1-

0 1-
0

( )sup 1 exp( )t

t T t

X KY rt
X

α

α

+

≤ ≤

  −
− −     

. Then, we employ Theorem 2.2 to 

obtain 
1-1

0 1-0 0

( ) = sup 1 exp( )  d .   t

t T t

X KP Y rt
X

α

α α
+

≤ ≤

  −
− −     

∫  

In addition, Xt
1-α can be calculated using Definition 2.11: 
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1
0

3 1exp( ln( )).t
tX X tα σ αµ

p α
− −
= +

■  
Example 3.1 Suppose that the stock price follows uncertain stock model (3.2), assuming an 

interest rate r = 0.08, log drift μ = 0.1, log-diffusion σ = 0.03, initial stock and bond price X0 = 100 
and Y0 = 50, threshold K = 10, and expiration time T = 2. 

It follows from Definition 3.1 that the CDS price is 

0 2

( 10) =E sup 50 1 exp( 0.08 )  .       t

t t

XP t
X

+

≤ ≤

   −
− −        

 

By Theorem 3.1, we have 

 = 8.88P
 

Theorem 3.2 CDS valuation under the regular stock model (Eq. (4)) has the following properties. 
1) P is a decreasing function of X0; 
2) P is an increasing function of Y0; 
3) P is a decreasing function of μ; 
4) P is a decreasing function of σ; 
5) P is an increasing function of r; 
6) P is an increasing function of K. 

Proof: 
1) Since 1

0
3 1exp( ln( ))t

tX X tα σ αµ
p α

− −
= + , Xt

1-α is an increasing function of X0. P is an increasing 

function Xt
1-α, so P decreases with X0.  

2) It is obvious that P increases with Y0 in Eq. (4). 
3) Xt

1-α is an increasing function of μ. P is an increasing function Xt
1-α, so P decreases with μ.  

4)Xt
1-α is an increasing function of σ. P is an increasing function Xt

1-α, so P decreases with σ.  
5) It is obvious that P increases with r in Eq. (4). 
6) It is obvious that P increases with K in Eq. (4). 

3.2 Valuation of CDS Under the Mean-Reverting Stock Model 

In this section, we present the pricing formula for a CDS given the underlying assets, following 
Eq. (2). As with the valuation method in the previous section, we will first give the definition for 
the price of a CDS. 

Definition 3.2 Assume that a credit default swap has threshold K, riskless interest rate r, and 
expiration date T. The stock price follows the mean-reverting model (Eq. (2)), and the initial price 
for the bond and stock are X0 and Y0, where X0≥K. The CDS price P is defined as 

0
0

( ) =E( ) E sup 1 exp( )         t

t T t

X KP V Y rt
X

+

≤ ≤

   −
= − −                                                 (8)

 

Because the present value of the CDS involves the stock price Xt, which is described by an 
uncertain process, we define the price for the CDS as the expected value of V as above. Now, we 
will provide the formula for P.  

Theorem 3.3 Assume that a CDS is valued according to Definition 3.2. Then, the formula for its 
price is as follows. 
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1-1

0 1-0 0

( ) = sup 1 exp( )  d    t

t T t

X KP Y rt
X

α

α α
+

≤ ≤

  −
− −     

∫
                                       (9)

 

where 1 1
1

0
(1 ) (1 )( ) exp( )t

m mX X at
a a

α σ α σ α− −
− + Φ − + Φ −
= + − −  

Proof: the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. We first show that the uncertain variable 

0
0

( )sup 1 exp( )t

t T t

X KY rt
X

+

≤ ≤

  −
− −     

 has the inverse uncertainty distribution 

1-

0 1-
0

( )sup 1 exp( )t

t T t

X KY rt
X

α

α

+

≤ ≤

  −
− −     

. Then, we apply Theorem 2.2 to obtain 

1-1

0 1-0 0

( ) = sup 1 exp( )  d    t

t T t

X KP Y rt
X

α

α α
+

≤ ≤

  −
− −     

∫  

Additionally, Xt
α can be calculated using Definition 2.11 as follows: 

1 1
1

0
(1 ) (1 )( ) exp( )t

m mX X at
a a

α σ α σ α− −
− + Φ − + Φ −
= + − −  

1 3 1(1 ) ln αα
p α

− −
Φ − =

       ■ 
Example 3.2 Suppose that the stock price follows the uncertain stock model (Eq. (1)). Assume 

that r = 0.08, m = 0.3, σ = 0.03, and a = 0.1, the initial stock and bond price are X0 = 100 and Y0 = 
50, the threshold is K = 10, and the expiration time is T = 2. 

It follows from Definition 3.1 that the CDS price is 

0 2

( 10) =E sup 50 1 exp( 0.08 )  .       t

t t

XP t
X

+

≤ ≤

   −
− −        

 

By Theorem 3.1, we have 

 =12.44P
 

Theorem 3.4 The CDS valuation under the regular stock model (Eq. (4)) has the following 
properties. 

1) P is a decreasing function of X0; 
2) P is an increasing function of Y0; 
3) P is an increasing function of r; 
4) P is an increasing function of K. 

Proof: the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2. 

3.3 Discussion 

We will now compare the properties of the two pricing formulae. In the CDS valuation formula 
under the regular model, Theorem 3.2 states tells us that the pattern for P can be found using 
monotonicity. In contrast, Theorem 3.4 states that P does not monotonically increase with m, a and 
σ, which distinguishes the CDS valuation under the mean-reverting model from the valuation under 

the regular model. The mean reverting term tm aX− depends on the price change of the reference 
stock as follows: 1) When m is greater than aXt, the stock price tends to increase, and P decreases 
with Xt, so P tends to decrease. 2) When m is less than aXt, the stock price tends to decrease, and P 
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decreases with Xt, so P tends to increase. Therefore, the CDS valuation under the mean-reverting 
model suggests that the CDS price will return to the long-run mean, which is a typical pattern in the 
financial market. The rationale behind this phenomenon is that any price that strays from the long-
term norm will eventually return.  

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we develop a closed-form valuation method for CDS of corporate bonds from the 
perspective of uncertainty theory. Our contribution is twofold: we prescribe two valuation models 
that relate the company’s solvency to its stock price based on the conditions of the financial market, 
and we utilize the non-probabilistic methods — uncertainty theory to value CDS in which the 
reference company’s stock price follows an uncertain process.  

The current study is limited by the fact that no actual data have been employed to test and 
compare the proposed models. Although our models can capture the price fluctuations in CDS, the 
problem of finding the parameters remains to be solved. In future work, we will design methods to 
find the input parameters for the models.   
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